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WE BELIEVE
In a world that nurtures all beings
Be The Earth
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WE COMBINE
Philanthropy and Impact Investments
Be The Earth
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FOOD AT THE HEART
Just like our ancestors we gather around food
Be The Earth
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Key themes
Food influences every area of everyone’s
everyday life. From individuals to the biggest countries, from small choices to global
policies, from one’s health to planetary wellbeing as a whole

Wellbeing

Alternative
economies

Food can
unlock change
Be The Earth

Localisation

Community

Regenerative
pratices

Food

Ancient
cultures
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Purpose, Mission
& Vision
Why do we exist?
How will we act on our purpose?
What will the world look like when we’ve
completed our mission?

Why

Key
knowledge
Be The Earth

How
What
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Purpose
Why do we exist?

We are the
earth
Why
How
What

Be The Earth
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Mission
How will we act on our purpose?

Creating and connecting a
synergistic ecosystem of relationships focused on protecting and restoring local,
regenerative food systems
that perceive the healing of
our human health and our
planet’s health as one.
Be The Earth

Why
How
What
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Vision
What will the world look like when we’ve
completed our mission?

Local and regenerative ecosystems that
nurture all beings
Why
How
What

Be The Earth
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TARGETED AUDIENCES
If there is a relationship, there must be communication
Be The Earth
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Targeted
audiences
Something can always come of it. A friendship, a
good idea, an opportunity for cross-pollination.
Our stories always need to be reaching these
audiences.

Partners: funded by us
Grantees
Entering our network, harvesting results through
financial resources and relationships

Fellows
Accessing different types of resources
and upskilling yourself while producing

Portfolio Companies
Think alike investors as well as marketing their
products

Partners: in collaboration

Let’s connect
Be The Earth

Family & Friends
Leveraging the power of constellation and adding
value with active listening and co-creation

Deal flow partners
Supporting their network through more
investment opportunities

Funders
Co-funding and co-learning, win-win-win

Experts
A valuable exchange from which new
opportunities emerge
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BRAND OFFERING
Why should they choose us?
Be The Earth
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Why should
they choose us?
It is crucial to be very specific at this moment as
this is where our positioning will come from, the
message we want and need to engrave in people’s minds when they think of our organisation.

For changemakers, funders and activists that
put energy and resources into regenerating
food systems we are the only food & heartled foundation that combines impact
investments and philanthropy to create
a world that nurtures all beings through
a systemic change approach.

Uniqueness
Be The Earth
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Positioning
To make it easier to understand and to ensure
that our promise is received and perceived, we
came up with this concept. It has to be on the
tip of your tongue when someone asks what our
organization does.

Impact investments and philanthropy
for a world that nurtures all beings.

Tagline
Be The Earth
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DIFFERENTIATION
The unique Be The Earth way to do it
Be The Earth
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Differentiation
All of this combined you will only find here.

The Be The
Earth way of
doing things
Be The Earth

Our programmes

Systemic change approach

Our programmes only get off the ground
when they are truly aligned with our values
and have the potential to transform everyone
in touch with them. We are deeply involved,
and what we learn help us to enhance future
experiences and to produce systemic changes.

It is fundamental to our decision to invest resources, time and energy that every project
possesses the potential of a sustainable solution, that it can grow or be multiplied and that
it exists connected to your reality and networks.

Heart-led emergent strategy

Local economy approach

Beyond our long term planning, we have to
be prepared for quick responses, reinforcing
in our organisation an essential characteristic of the human being, that of adaptation
for evolution. Foreseeing this in our model
reduces bureaucracy and opens the field to
focus on the solution.

We support a more local future. Local living
is far more connected and can improve the
overall wellbeing of communities and the natural environment. It has everything to do with
regenerating systems, and we understand this:
Strengthening local and regenerative food systems is crucial for the future of humankind.
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Differentiation
All of this combined you will only find here.

The Be The
Earth way of
doing things
Be The Earth

Ancestors/Indigenous valued

Well connected network

Our practices used to be more integrated
with nature. This knowledge is still among us.
We need to listen to it and value it. We see
the ancestors and indigenous knowledge as
really valuable technology that guides our
practices.

By starting a partnership with Be The Earth,
whether on the investment or philanthropy
front, your initiative connects with a valuable
network aligned to our values that can power your results. From investors to grassroots
changemakers. When you connect with us, you
are part of the network.

Storytelling as a tool for change

Cross-pollinating opportunities

Communication is produced under an inspirational perspective to enhance connections
and de-bureaucratize relationships. Our partners benefit from this when our story becomes theirs.

We map needs, create win-win-win opportunities across the system, and monitor, evaluate,
and report. When you start a partnership with
Be The Earth your opportunities for valuable
connections grow exponentially.
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PERCEPTION AND PERSONALITY
How do we want to be perceived?
Be The Earth
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How do we want to
be perceived?
Attributes that we seek to attach to our perception of the brand and therefore guide our way of
doing things.

Wholeheartedly
commited
Be The Earth

Adaptative
Beyond financial bond
Co-creation partner
Creative
Heart-led
Joyful
Loving
Peaceful
Relationship builder
Storyteller
Systemic change approach
Truthful
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Personality
Behavioural attributes that guide our communication and connections.

Interesting and
skilled
Be The Earth
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Tone of voice
A subtle difference between day-to-day communication and engagement efforts.

Institutional standard
We tell stories that inspire and connect. The central approach
may vary a little depending on which audience the communication
is being directed at, but it is always a story that inspires, moves,
entertains, touches people and strengthens the connections
within our network.

Inspirational
Be The Earth
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Tone of voice
A subtle difference between day-to-day communication and engagement efforts.

Engagement
Never use a catastrophic approach to get engagement. Always try to
highlight the benefits from engagement, the positive impact,
the hope and the regeneration of a planet that nurtures all its
beings.

Call to action
Be The Earth
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VISUAL IDENTITY
Stay on top of it
Be The Earth
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Logo
Our visual identity is more than a decoration. It’s
a tool to connect, communicate and inspire people and organizations around the world. To do
that we need to use these elements consistently.

Your first
choice
Be The Earth

Primary

Alternatives
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Logo
background colour
Primary

Main colours
at a glance
Be The Earth

Alternatives
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Logo
background colour
Primary

Main colours
at a glance
Be The Earth

Alternatives
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Logo
background colour
+

-

Primary Colours
Always your first option

Secondary Colours
When needed

Black & White
Only if your are printing Black and
White material
Be The Earth
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Logo
over photo
Always choose photos with a clean area to make
the logo easier to read. Never apply over vibrant
colours.

Do

Don’t

If you can’t
read, you can’t
use it
Be The Earth
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Logo
Reserve and reduction
Our logo is the main way people identify
us, so always give space. Whatever size you
use, keep at least twice the diameter of the centre sphere of the symbol between the edge of
the logo and anything that sits alongside.

2X

Minimum size
If the format demands a logo smaler than this, use
the symbol on its own.

X

2X

2X

2X

screen: 74 px (width) • print: 20mm (width)

2X

2X

2X

screen: 124 px (width) • print: 26mm (width)

2X

2X

Give space
Be The Earth

2X
2X

screen: 66 px (width) • print: 20mm (width)
2X
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Colours
The core palette will cover the majority of
your needs. It is intentionally small in variety
so as not to dilute the brand visuals.
HEX			#f7f5f2
CMYK		
0%, 1%, 2%, 3%
RGB			
247, 245, 242

HEX			#f2dcb6
CMYK		
0%, 9%, 25%, 5%
RGB			
242, 220, 182

HEX			#f8d47f
CMYK		
0%, 15%, 49%, 3%
RGB			
248, 212, 127

HEX			#bebebe
CMYK		
0%, 0%, 0%, 25%
RGB			
190, 190, 190
HEX			#db822c
CMYK		
0%, 41%, 80%, 14%
RGB			
219, 130, 44

Sunshine

Shine
Be The Earth

HEX			#f8c346
CMYK		 0%,21%,72%,3%
RGB			
248, 195, 70

HEX			#4d4843
CMYK		
0%, 6%, 13%, 70%
RGB			
77, 72, 67

HEX			#863d3b
CMYK		
0%, 54%, 56%, 47%
RGB			
134, 61, 59
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Colour palette
We suggest using only our pure brand colours
for greater brand recognition, however, in
some cases, colour tints are required. Tints can
be applied on occasions when there is a lack
of contrast, which helps to avoid using different
colours that are not recommended by Be The
Earth. These can be applied in increments of 20%.
Avoid using any other tints.

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

Take it easy
Be The Earth
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Icons
Our main icons are derived from the logo symbol
and can be used in place of the logo in some
applications, such as some social media posting
templates and internal presentation slides. We
have connected to our Slides the FLATICON
tool that allows searching and using the
icons. Give preference to hand-finished ones so
that they are not distant from the graphic style of
our official symbol.

Only if it helps
Be The Earth
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Main typography
Your first choice for titles, subtitles, highlights and
small paragraphs. When you want to highlight
a part of a paragraph or text work with the
contrast between the light and bold versions.

Adelon bold
Adelon bold ita
Adelon medium
Adelon light
Adelon light ita
Be The Earth
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Complementary
typography
Graphik is an easy-to-read font and should be
used whenever we have longer texts, above 500
characters. If you need to replace it, use the
Montserrat font.

Graphik bold
Graphik bold ita
Graphik regular
Graphik light
Graphik light ita
Be The Earth
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Google Font:
Alegreya Sans
Titles. subtitles and highlights on Google Slides,
Docs, Sheets and Prezi

Alegreya sans bold
Alegreya sans bold italic
Alegreya sans medium
Alegreya sans light
Alegreya sans light italic
Be The Earth
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Photography Mood
When creating to communicate the essence of
Be The Earth we must use images that are not
obvious when thinking about nature, but that
translates how it is possible - and nature teaches
us - that life is complex and beautiful at the
same time. To do this we use magnified images
showing textures, patterns, connections, fractals,
etc. Without needing to be literal with the supporting text but visually transmitting our values.

complex
and gorgeous
Be The Earth
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Photography Mood
People
We use storytelling to connect our network and
therefore we are more interested in people on
the move than just their portraits. An exception
is made when we are going to use some testimonial and we don’t have a photo of the person in
action.

Doers, doing
Be The Earth
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Social media
templates
You’ll find some templates on our Canva account. They are in the Branded_templates folder.
We can explore experts and partners testimonials,
our way of seeing the world with punchy phrases
and inspiring images, as well as quotes and positioning reinforcements. If you need to create other templates or formats, please keep it organized
in the Canva folder and keep the mood of this
first wave. When seen all together on the timeline,
they need to be part of the same family.

Hands on
Be The Earth
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Presentation
templates
So you can put time and energy into what you do
best we have 3 brand identity templates that can
be easily customized directly on Slides. Choose
the one that best suits your needs and get to
work.
We have an integration of our Canva with Pexels - for image
search - and with Google Drive. You can now create on a single platform and export directly from there for use in Slides.
The files can be found at:
6 Brand > 5.1 Brand Assets > 5.1.5> Presentation templates

ideas dressed for
the occasion
Be The Earth
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Layout concept
Bringing to the visual concepts that are materialized in the day to day of the brand helps to tell
our story. Overlapping images, playing with limits,
diffused backgrounds, texts that spring from the
margins are resources that allude to the natural
and beautiful way in which we combine the universe of investments and that of grassroots movements. In our work we create regeneration and
harmony from complex situations, our layouts
should tell this story.

Overcoming
the borders
Be The Earth
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Layout concept

Complex,
clean, gorgeous
Be The Earth
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Contact
Our team would love to connect.

If you need to talk about something you want to
create using Be The Earth’s brand, please write to
info@betheearth.foundation

We’re here
to help
Be The Earth
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